Social anxiety is a prevalent condition affecting individuals to varying degrees. Research on autism spectrum disorder (ASD), a group of neurodevelopmental disorders marked by impairments in social communication, has found that social anxiety occurs more frequently in this population. Our study aims to further understand the multimodal manifestation of social stress for adolescents with ASD versus neurotypically developing (TD) peers. We investigate this through objective measures of speech behavior and physiology (mean heart rate) acquired during three tasks: a low-stress conversation, a medium-stress interview, and a high-stress presentation. Measurable differences are found to exist for speech behavior and heart rate in relation to task-induced stress. Additionally, we find the acoustic measures are particularly effective for distinguishing between diagnostic groups. Individuals with ASD produced higher prosodic variability, agreeing with previous reports. Moreover, the most informative features captured an individual's vocal changes between low and high social-stress, suggesting an interaction between vocal production and social stressors in ASD.
Introduction
Stressors are pervasive in our daily lives, impacting our mood, our general sense of well-being, and even our health [1] . In fact, our ability to deal with and adapt to stress is associated with positive health outcomes. Anxiety disorders are the most prevalent disorder in the United States, affecting 18% of the population [2] . When stress causes anxiety, it leads to increased physiological arousal in the body [3] , which we express in our verbal and non-verbal behavior. One such stressor is social anxiety, as with public speaking. Under stress, a person experiences unconscious sympathetic responses; e.g., the laryngeal folds may tighten, leading to a rise in vocal pitch [4] . But there is still much to learn about the ways in which individuals experience and express stress; one viable approach uses scalable objective measures of behavior, i.e., Behavioral Signal Processing [5] .
A meta-analytic study reported that social anxiety occurs more frequently in individuals with autism spectrum disorder, or ASD [6] , affecting 40% of the population. ASD is a highly heterogeneous, highly prevalent (1 in 68 [7] ) neurodevelopmental disorder defined by impairments in social communication and reciprocity, as well as restricted, repetitive behavioral patterns and interests [8] . Given the prevalence of anxiety in ASD, researchers are striving to better understand when individuals become stressed and how they respond (e.g., from skin conductance responses [9] ). Since it can be difficult for those with ASD to understand and communicate their emotions, acoustic analyses may provide an effective measurement of stress.
There has been limited work specifically focused on the acoustic correlates of stress, likely due to the challenges of collecting high-quality, naturalistic speech under stress [10] . Speech researchers have primarily focused on optimizing emotion classification within a database [11] , whether the target is categorical or dimensional (i.e., arousal, valence, dominance). Yet, studies continue to find such models tuned for one database do not readily transfer to another [12] , which is critical to the realization of speech-based behavioral health systems operating "in the wild". Approaches have included knowledgeinspired system design [13] , unsupervised neural-network adaptation [14] , and multimodal behavioral integration [15, 16] . A survey article by Juslin and Scherer reported several measures that reliably increase with arousal or stress: pitch and intensity mean and variability; the ratio of high-frequency energy; and speaking rate [17] . In this study, we extract corresponding features, but use functionals that were found to be more robust for tracking arousal such as median or interquartile ratio [13] .
The present work builds upon several of our previous studies which sought acoustic correlates of the "atypical prosody" so commonly observed in autism spectrum disorders [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . Our experiments [18, 19, 20] in a sample of 29 children from the USC CARE Corpus [23] found children with increasing ASD severity spoke less, spoke slower, responded later, had more variable prosody, and had more atypical voice quality. Since atypicality is not universal in ASD, we have also investigated human perception of atypicality or "awkwardness". We found that human agreement can be rather low for very specific dimensions of prosody, but that speech rate and rhythm cues were highly predictive of overall perceived "awkardness" in the read speech task [21] . In a large-scale study, we found that prosodic variability was significantly higher for individuals with ASD compared to peers with non-ASD developmental disorders [22] , aligning with previous findings in smaller databases [24, 25] . Additionally, we presented novel features that measured reduced coordination between pitch and intensity or duration, quantifying a previous qualitative perception [26] .
Previous work has primarily focused on a single modality; in this novel study, we investigate the multimodal presentation of stress in individuals with ASD and their neurotypically developing peers as they participate in a series of progressively stressful interactions. As a measure of latent physiology, we consider mean heart rate, which generally correlates with acute increases in stress [27] . We also explore a set of acoustic-prosodic features that are expected to be modulated by changes in affect [13] as well as ASD symptoms [22] , observing global tendencies as well as changes that occur within a person between different tasks. Through this study, we aim to enhance our understanding of signal-derived measures of stress, which are crucial to development of clinical engineering systems.
Methodology
In this section, we discuss: three interactions of varying stress in our study; data collection and participant demographics; acoustic-prosodic and physiological features related to stress and autism; and data analysis and machine learning models.
Social Interactions of Variable Stress
Subjects participated in three types of social interactions expected to be progressively more stressful: a low stress one-onone conversation, a medium stress one-on-one interview, and a high stress presentation to an audience. In the first task, the subjects watched YouTube clips, and then discussed the clips with a researcher (this conversation typically lasted under one minute). Because the interaction was casual (participants were not aware they were being recorded) and because the topic was impersonal, we assume that individuals experienced low levels of stress during these chats.
In the second scenario, the research assistant interviewed the subject about their hobbies, family, and school for twenty minutes (we analyze two minutes). Since questions were personal, the context was more formal, and the subject was aware they were being recorded, we expected the subjects to feel an increased level of pressure compared to the casual conversations.
The third interaction, an oral presentation, is hypothesized to be the most stressful. Subjects were to develop the ending of a story within five minutes, and then were asked to present in front of a seated audience of three adult judges, video-edited to appear as a live Skype call. Further intensifying any social anxiety, the subjects were told that their performance would be judged against their peers' performances (see [9, 28] ).
Data Collection and Participants
Experimental data consists of video-recorded interactions from the three stressful scenarios for all subjects. Data are from 17 children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and 24 subjects with neurotypical development (TD). Participant demographics are presented in Table 1 , including: ADOS diagnosis, age, and number of audio samples for each of the three tasks.
Data were collected at a single site as part of an IRBapproved study. Efforts were made to ensure video and audio quality consistency between subjects and tasks. All recordings took place in the same room. Camera microphone distance was not constant across sessions, but the distance is not known to be systematically different between groups. Still, we did not feel confident in using voice quality measures, which were previously shown to be characteristic of ASD speech [19] , with the present far-field recordings; instead, we focus on prosodic measures that may be more robust to any recording variability. 30 34 Presence/absence of the subjects' speech was manually annotated. Audio for several sessions was not available due to recording difficulties or corrupted files. The number of session for which audio features were extracted is displayed by task in Table 1 . Similar data loss occurred with heart-rate recordings. This loss primarily affects the joint audio-HR analyses, for which missing HR data reduces data size by 19%.
Acoustic-Prosodic and Physiological Features
We computed five classes of features: segmental pitch cues; segmental spectral cues; speaking rate; coordination between prosodic modalities (a novel feature type from [22] ); and heart rate. Details of the feature extraction are provided below.
Speaking Rate
Because transcripts were not available for these data-with which we could perform forced alignment-we needed to determine syllabic boundaries directly from the audio signal. Speaking rate estimation from prosodic and spectral signals has been of some interest to the speech processing community [29, 30, 31] , but accurate estimation of syllabic boundaries remains challenging. We implemented a version of a pitchand intensity-based method that has reported competitive performance [31] . Visual inspection suggested this syllabic segmentation was adequate. We computed two features using syllable boundaries: median speaking rate (syl/s) and syllable duration inter-quartile ratio (s), or IQR.
Segmental Prosodic Cues: Syllabic Contours
Pitch, volume, and the percentage of high-frequency energy are all expected to increase with anxiety, stress, and arousal [17] . Further, segmental intonation that captures speaker idiosyncrasies in micro-prosodic production have been used to characterize the speech of indivdiuals with ASD [19, 21, 22] . As such, we compute nine segmental prosodic features from pitch and intensity extracted via Praat [32] , as well as median HF500 (the ratio of energy above 500Hz to that below) computed via the vocal arousal score toolkit (VC-AS) [13] .
In particular, we extracted syllable-level second-order polynomial parametrization of pitch and intensity, then calculated session-level medians and inter-quartile ratios of slope (four features). The overall median and IQR of both log-pitch and intensity are also calculated (four features). Aside from median log-pitch, all pitch analysis is performed in the OME (Octave MEdian) scale [33] , a log-pitch transformation as in Eq. 1 through which speaker's tend to have the same pitch range, i.e., one octave. OME = log(f 0Hz) − log(median(f 0Hz)) (
Since a speaker's range has been observed to reliably be one OME around center in neutral speech, all speakers should have a comparable range regardless of median pitch (unlike for Hz).
Prosodic Coordination Features
In previous work, we found that subjects with ASD showed reduced coordination of pitch with other prosodic markers [22] . Aside from ASD diagnosis, stress may affect this prosodic coordination. Following the same approach [22] , we quantified the simultaneous movements of pitch, duration, and intensity across syllables. These three feature streams are concatenated per session, and then the Spearman's rank-correlation coefficient is calculated pairwise, producing three features.
2.3.4. Physiological measure: heart rate A person's heart rate generally hastens under acute stress, and has been specifically shown to increase in stressful speech interactions [27] . We compute mean heart rate per session, while excluding sensor artifacts. Although heart-rate variability (HRV) is commonly employed as a robust measure of complexity differentially affected by acute versus chronic stress [27] , computation requires a minimum sampling period of five minutes [34] , whereas each session lasts between 30 seconds and three minutes. Unlike HRV, mean HR is robust to the sampling period. 
Statistical Analysis and Machine Learning
We conducted both statistical correlation analyses and classification experiments (with support vector machine via Liblinear software [35] ). Parameters are tuned using two-level nested cross-validation (CV), and averaged statistics of ten runs of leave-one-subject-out CV are reported. Spearman's rankcorrelation coefficient and unweighted average recall (UAR, the mean of per-class recall) are selected as evaluation metrics. Note that in cases for which only two classes exists, the p-value for Pearson's rank-correlation coefficient is equivalent to that from ANOVA; following, the same is true with Spearman's rank-correlation coefficient, apart from the initial rankbased feature transformation.
Results and Discussion
Relations between extracted behavioral features, task-induced stress, and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) diagnosis can inform large-scale behavioral analyses. In Section 3.1, the objective speech and heart rate cues are analyzed versus the hypothesized task-related stress level. Then, in Section 3.2, the cues are used to differentiate task-type and to predict ASD diagnosis.
Correlational Feature Analysis
Acoustic-prosodic and heart rate feature correlations with taskrelated stress level and ASD diagnosis are provided in Table 2 . The low stress (casual conversation), medium stress (interview), and high stress (presentation) tasks are encoded with values of 0, 1, and 2, respectively, for purposes of analysis. Since the feature values are dependent on various sources of noise in data collection and feature extraction processes, we cannot confidently state that a construct is or is not informative of a target variable, only whether an extracted feature is in this experiment. Segmental pitch cues capture short-term tendencies in usage of fundamental frequency. We expected median pitch to shift upward with increasing stress for a given speaker [17] ; in fact, the only significant relation between pitch cues and task stress-level is that speakers tend to increase their pitch in more stressful tasks (p<0.05). Although one may expect pitch variability to have also increased, median pitch may be more robust, as it has been shown for a related percept, vocal arousal [13] . Regarding ASD, children with higher social-communicative deficits have previously shown more negative pitch curvaturewhich is possibly perceived as "flat" or "monotone" [18] -and displayed more prosodic variability [22] . For both cases, we confirm the previous findings; i.e., log-f0 variability is higher for ASD subjects, while log-f0 slope is lower. The relative (person-specific) changes in log-f0 between tasks are not significantly different between groups, while for both ASD and TD subjects there is a significant increase in log-f0 between low and high stress tasks (Figure 1a) .
Segmental intensity cues may be similarly influenced by stress; however, sound level is also a function of distance and angle to the microphone. As such, we should interpret the intensity findings cautiously. Contrary to expectations, we find that intensity median and IQR tend to decrease with increasing task stress, as does HF500 (which is a primary correlate of arousal [13] ). Given the variability in audio conditions, it is difficult to ascertain if an incidental result of microphone distance is being measured, or if, in fact, subjects reduce their volume given increasing stress. We also observe that ASD subjects have higher and more variable vocal intensity. Speaking rate is another reported correlate of perceived vocal arousal [17] . In our data, subjects in higher stress situations speak faster, but also with lower durational variability; this indicates a more rigid, tense speech production. Also, children with ASD spoke with more durational variability-yet another indicator of increased variability associated with ASD.
Following our previous quantitative support [22] of a qualitative finding [26, 36] , we suspected that ASD subjects with "atypical" prosody were sometimes modulating pitch incongruously with other modalities. We quantified this prosodic coordination as the pairwise correlation between three modalities: syllabic fundamental frequency, vocal intensity, and duration. In this study, we found no statistical difference between ASD and TD groups. However, we did find that subjects in higher stress tasks tended to have less coordination between prosodic modalities-a possible result of reduced motor control as a physiological response to stress.
Lastly, we investigate our single physiological measure, mean heart rate, which is anticipated to increase with task stress. We find that overall heart rate was not significantly higher in the higher stress tasks, and that there is no relation with diagnosis. But because heart rate varies from person to person (due to general health, respiration rate, etc.) we calculated relative (per-person) increases between tasks; in fact, we find that mean HR increased from low stress to high stress tasks (Figure 1b) .
Prediction Experiments
Machine learning allows for building systems that incorporate multivariate dependencies which are not obvious in statistical observation. In this section, we analyze the performance of different feature categories for predicting tasks of varying stress (Table 3 ) and for predicting ASD diagnosis (Table 4 ). In addition to session-level features, we introduce relative features (as in Figure 1 ), which measure intra-personal changes between tasks. We compute relative changes between five features (logf0, intensity, HF500, speaking rate, and HR) for all three task comparisons (medium-low, high-medium, and high-low).
We initially examine the predictive power of acoustic and heart rate features across diagnostic groups for task-stress as shown in Table 3 . We report both UAR and Spearman's rankcorrelation coefficient, given that the task stress-labels are ordinal. The acoustic features are significantly predictive of ASD severity within both ASD and TD populations (p<0.05). This is an intuitive finding, given the theoretical underpinnings and empirical evidence for the relation between the acoustic features and stress/anxiety/arousal. Interestingly, heart rate level alone is only predictive of stress level for the ASD subjects. As stated previously, dependence of resting heart rate on external factors may overcome the influence of certain acute stressors; thus, the relative HR features are most appropriate and useful. Feature fusion generally leads to nominal increases in performance.
Next we consider classification of ASD diagnosis with behavioral features as a function of stressful interaction type. We hypothesized that there may be differences in the ways in which individuals on the spectrum experience and express stress in comparison to their typically developing peers. However, it is unclear if such a difference exists. We do observe that for the combined feature set classification performance is higher for more stressful tasks (65%, 75%, and 84%, respectively); but this appears driven primarily by the relative-change acoustic features (i.e., 64%, 73%, and 87%, respectively). Thus, further investigation is required to ascertain the degree to which stress changes modulate vocal behavior in ASD. Our physiological measure, task-level mean heart rate, did not achieve significant prediction, nor did the relative heart rate features of Table 3 (not shown due to space constraints).
The most informative features are certainly the relative acoustic features, wherein vocal changes between low and high stress tasks achieve a predictive performance of 87% UAR. Session-specific features achieve a lower performance, although one that is consistent across tasks. This highlights an important concept, that each person has their own baseline, and the way in which behavior deviates from that baseline is quite informative.
Conclusion
In this work, we examined vocal and physiological measures of stress during social interactions designed to induce varying levels of anxiety in individuals with autism spectrum disorder and typically developing peers. Certain findings corroborate previous reports regarding acoustic-prosodic markers of autistic speech, including increased prosodic variability (pitch, intensity, and speaking rate) and more negative pitch slope (a possible correlate of perceived "monotone" speech in ASD). Furthermore, measurable differences in behavioral features were demonstrated through classification experiments in which those features could identify the corresponding stressful task as well as diagnosis. It is compelling that intra-personal acoustic deviation between low and high stress tasks was quite informative of ASD diagnosis. Still, further investigation is needed to better understand the covariation of covert and overt behavioral cues, acute stress, and autism spectrum disorder.
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